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Abstract

One of the most controversial problems in neural decoding isquantifying the infor-

mation loss caused by ignoring noise correlations during optimal brain computations.

For more than a decade, the measure here called∆IDL has been believed exact. How-

ever, we have recently shown that it can exceed the information loss∆IB caused by

optimal decoders constructed ignoring noise correlations. Unfortunately, the different

information notions underlying∆IDL and∆IB, and the putative rigorous information-

theoretical derivation of∆IDL, both render unclear whether those findings indicate ei-

ther flaws in∆IDL or major departures from traditional relations between information

and decoding. Here we resolve this paradox and prove that, under certain conditions,

observing∆IDL>∆IB implies that∆IDL is flawed. Motivated by this analysis, we test

both measures using neural populations that transmit independent information. Our re-

sults show that∆IDL may deem noise correlations more important when decoding the

populations together than when decoding them in parallel, whereas the opposite may

occur for∆IB. We trace these phenomena back, for∆IB, to the choice of tie-breaking

rules, and for∆IDL, to unforeseen limitations within its information-theoretical foun-

dations. Our study contributes with better estimates that potentially improve theoretical

and experimental inferences currently drawn from∆IDL without noticing that it may

constitute an upper bound. On the practical side, our results promote the design of op-

timal decoding algorithms and neuroprosthetics without recording noise correlations,

thereby saving experimental and computational resources.
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1 Introduction

Noise correlations modulate the coactivation of neurons and neural populations at

multiple levels in the brain, potentially introducing information that cannot be de-

coded without knowing their strength and structure. To testthis hypothesis, previ-

ous studies have assessed, for example, whether correlations are strong, vary across

stimuli or experimental tasks, increase the amount of encoded information, or shape

spike-triggered averages and decoding filters (Abbott and Dayan, 1999; Brenner et al.,

2000; Eyherabide et al., 2008; Gawne and Richmond, 1993; Meister et al., 1995;

Nirenberg and Latham, 1998; Panzeri et al., 2001; Quiroga and Panzeri, 2009;

Schneidman et al., 2003; Warland et al., 1997). These findings were thought to im-

ply that ignoring noise correlations during decoding must cause an information loss.

This conclusion was challenged byNirenberg et al.(2001a) who proposed to

test the hypothesis directly from the decoder, observer or organism perspective

(Bialek et al., 1991; Jaynes, 2003). To that end, they derived an information-theoretical

measure of correlation importance here called∆ID (also called∆I, Icordep, ∆I1,

and ∆IDNI Eyherabide and Samengo, 2013; Ince et al., 2010; Montani et al., 2007;

Nirenberg and Latham, 2003). However, the measure has been perceived as an upper

bound, partially because it may potentially exceed the information loss∆IB caused

by optimal decoders constructed assuming noise independence and even the trans-

mitted information (Eyherabide and Samengo, 2013; Latham and Nirenberg, 2005;

Latham and Roudi, 2013; Oizumi et al., 2009, 2010; Schneidman et al., 2003).

These putative limitations were seemingly solved byLatham and Nirenberg(2005)

who derived a new information-theoretical measure of correlation importance here

called∆IDL (also denoted∆I∗ and∆IDLNI in neural decoding, and analogous toΦ∗

within integrated information theory of consciousness;Eyherabide and Samengo,

2013; Latham and Nirenberg, 2005; Oizumi et al., 2016). Initially, this mea-

sure was employed to justify∆ID as an upper-bound of correlation importance

(Latham and Nirenberg, 2005). However, its applications have been extended to in-

cluded the study of medium-to-large populations, thereby overcoming the putative

overestimation produced by∆ID; higher-order neural correlations, by combining

∆IDL with maximum-entropy methods; integrated-information theory of conscious-

ness, introducing the decoder perspective and the first measure that seemingly fulfills

the theoretical requirements within the field; and neural stochastic codes from the

decoding perspective (Eyherabide, 2016; Ince et al., 2010; Latham and Roudi, 2013;

Oizumi et al., 2016, 2009, 2010).

Since its introduction,∆IDL has been regarded as the exact information loss

caused by ignoring noise correlations in optimal decoding (Ince et al., 2010;
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Latham and Nirenberg, 2005; Latham and Roudi, 2013; Oizumi et al., 2016, 2009,

2010). However, we have recently shown that, like its predecessor, ∆IDL can also

exceed∆IB (Eyherabide and Samengo, 2013). Unfortunately, due to the rigorous

information-theoretical derivation of∆IDLand the different information notions under-

lying ∆IDL and∆IB, whether the aforementioned numerical comparison either reveals

major departures from traditional views on the relation between information and de-

coding, or constitutes an indication that∆IDL is flawed, remains an open question.

To answer this question, we first disentangle the information notion underlying

∆IDL, here called communication information, from the one that we argue underlies

∆IB, which we call axiomatic information. Taking their differences into account,

we determine under which conditions observing that∆IB<∆IDL implies that∆IDL is

flawed and overestimates the communication information loss. We also address whether

this conclusion can be reached even if∆IDLdoes not exceed∆IB. To that end, we study

neural populations that transmit independent information, and show that∆IDL grows

when decoding them together, as opposed to decoding them in parallel. This paradox-

ical growth, which can reach about100% of transmitted information, is here shown

to stem from unforeseen information-theoretical limitations in the derivation of∆IDL.

Surprisingly, we find exactly the opposite phenomena when using∆IB, and trace it back

to the choice of tie-breaking rules employed during the decoder construction. Our study

shows, for the first time, that none of these measures need be additive when information

is independent, and most importantly, that∆IDL need not be exact and may overesti-

mate the communication information loss. Above all, we contribute with tight estimates

of communication information losses, thereby potentiallyimproving the accuracy of

previous and future theoretical and experimental inferences drawn from them. On the

practical side, our results open up new possibilities for simplifying, with tolerable in-

formation losses, the computational models that underlie the design of brain-machine

interfaces and neuroprosthetics, and for reducing the amount of resources required to

study brain computations and information integration (Aflalo et al., 2015; Bouton et al.,

2016; Eyherabide and Samengo, 2013; Latham and Nirenberg, 2005; Nirenberg et al.,

2001a; Nirenberg and Latham, 2003; Quiroga and Panzeri, 2009; Zhang et al., 2016).

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Notation

Sensory stimuli are here characterized by vectorsS=[S1, . . . , SJ ] of J components,

where eachj th componentSj represents the value adopted by a different feature. For

example, most of our hypothetical experiments employ the following four stimuli: A ,
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B , A and B . These stimuli can be characterize using vectorsS=[S1, S2] of two

components (i.e.J=2), where the first component denotes the type of frame (i.e.,

S1∈{ , }), and the second component, the type of letter (i.e.,S2∈{A,B}).

Neural responses are here characterized by vectorsR=[R1, . . . ,RJ ] of J compo-

nents. Eachj th componentRj typically characterizes those aspects of the neural re-

sponses (e.g., first-spike latency and spike counts either in the individual or concurrent

activity of all neurons; phase and amplitudes in local field potentials or sensor signals

from brain-imaging devices; etc.) that are sensitive to thevalue adopted by thej th stim-

ulus feature. To that end, eachRj is here characterized as a vector ofKj components,

namelyRj=[R1
j , . . . , R

Kj

j ], where eachkth componentRk
j denotes the value adopted by

thekth response aspect in the set of response aspects that are sensitive to thej th stimu-

lus featureSj. However, to improve readability, the subscriptj will often be eliminated

whenJ=1.

As an example, imagine an experiment with two populations oftwo neurons each,

that fire in response to the stimuli mentioned above. The firstpopulation is only sensi-

tive to frames and the second population is only sensitive toletters. In this experiment,

we will denote the concurrent responses of all neurons asR=[R1,R2]. Here,R1 and

R2 denote the concurrent responses of all neurons in the first and the second popula-

tion, respectively. In addition,R1=[R1
1, R

2
1], with R1

1 andR2
1 denoting the responses of

the first and the second neuron in the first population;R2 is defined analogously toR1.

Should the four neurons have been sensitive to all stimulus features, we would have

denoted their concurrent responses asR=[R1, R2, R3, R4].

2.2 Neural encoding

TransformingS into R is called encoding (Panzeri et al., 2010). Because the sameS

may elicit differentRs, and the sameR may occur for differentSs, bothS andR are

often treated as random variables with joint probabilitiesP (S,R). The Shannon or

mutual informationI(S;R) encoded inR aboutS is given by the following

I(S;R) =
∑

S,R

P (S,R) ln
P (S|R)

P (S)P (R)
, (1)

where ln denotes natural logarithms. Consequently, absolute information values are

measured in units of nats, as opposed to units of bits (the conversion from nats to bits

only requires to divide byln 2; Cover and Thomas, 2006). However, our choice of

natural logarithms does not affect information ratios, andsimplifies calculations and

notation.
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2.3 Noise correlations

The responses ofK neurons are deemed noise independent (NI) when the following

condition always holds

P (R|S) =

K
∏

k=1

P (Rk|S)
def

= PNI(R|S) . (2)

Otherwise, the responses are deemed noise correlated. Here,
def

= denotes a defini-

tion; and
∏

, a product. This definition can be traced back toSchneidman et al.

(2003) and takes into account noise correlations at all orders (Latham and Roudi,

2013), as opposed to those based on linear or nonlinear correlations (Cohen and Kohn,

2011; Pereda et al., 2005). However, contrary to previous studies (Delis et al., 2013;

Latham and Nirenberg, 2005; Meytlis et al., 2012; Nirenberg and Latham, 2003), here

we note that this definition need not be equivalent to those that additionally average

across all stimuli (Gawne and Richmond, 1993; Womelsdorf et al., 2012), which po-

tentially confuse noise correlations with activity correlations (Schneidman et al., 2003)

and are prone to cancellation effects (Nirenberg and Latham, 2003).

2.4 Neural decoding

TransformingR into estimated stimulĩS (or into perceptions, decisions and actions)

is called decoding (Panzeri et al., 2010). Analogous toS and R, both S and S̃

are often treated as random variables with joint probabilities P (S, S̃), also called

confusion matrix (Delis et al., 2013; Ince et al., 2010; Quiroga and Panzeri, 2009;

Rolls and Treves, 2011). In this study, we focus on optimal decoders, also known as

Bayesian or maximum-a-posteriori decoders, ideal homunculus, ideal or Bayesian ob-

servers, and optimal-unbiased or maximum-likelihood discrimination (Bialek, 1987;

Ernst and Banks, 2002; Geisler, 2011; Knill and Richards, 1996; Oram et al., 1998;

Simoncelli, 2009; Zhang et al., 2016). These decoders map eachR into S̃ as follows

S̃ = argmax
S

P (S|R) , (3)

whereP (S|R) is computed via Bayes’ rule (Eyherabide and Samengo, 2013).

When neurons are noise correlated, decoding their concurrent responsesR us-

ing the exactP (R|S) can become experimentally and computationally intractable

even for the brain. For this reason, previous studies have proposed to con-

struct optimal decoders assuming that neurons are NI, here called optimal NI de-

coders (Eyherabide and Samengo, 2013), but also known as weak-coupling or in-

dependent models, weak observers, and naive Bayes classifiers (Duda et al., 2000;
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Knill and Richards, 1996; Landy et al., 1995; Meytlis et al., 2012; Nirenberg et al.,

2001a; Nirenberg and Latham, 2003; Quiroga and Panzeri, 2009). These decoders map

eachS into S̃ as follows

S̃ = argmax
S

PNI(S|R) , (4)

with PNI(S|R) computed fromPNI(R|S) via Bayes’ rule.

2.5 Decoding perspective

This study assesses the role of noise correlations from the decoding perspective. Within

it, the importance of noise correlations is measured as the losses caused by decod-

ing the actual neural responses assuming that neurons are NI. Noise correlations are

deemed important if the losses are significant, and inessential if they are not (see

Eyherabide and Samengo, 2013, and references therein). The decoding perspective if

often confused with other approaches that measure correlation importance, for exam-

ple, by comparing the information encoded in real responseswith the one encoded in

surrogate NI responses (responses generated assuming thatneurons are NI). Even when

using decoders (Delis et al., 2013; Nirenberg and Latham, 1998; Quiroga and Panzeri,

2009), these approaches need be neither conceptually nor quantitatively related

to the decoding perspective (Averbeck et al., 2006; Latham and Nirenberg, 2005;

Nirenberg and Latham, 2003). Avoiding such confusion is fundamental to correctly

interpreting our results and conclusions.

2.6 Measures of correlation importance

Even within the decoding perspective, the choice of correlation-importance measure

remains controversial. Here we will study the relation between the following three

commonly-used measures

∆IB(S,R) =
∑

S,R

P (S,R) ln
P (S|R)

P (S|S̃)
(5)

∆ID(S,R) =
∑

S,R

P (S,R) ln
P (S|R)

PNI(S|R)
(6)

∆IDL(S,R) = min
θ

∑

S,R

P (S,R) ln
P (S|R)

PNI(S|R, θ)

def

= min
θ

δI(S;R|θ) , (7)

whereS̃ is the output of an optimal NI decoder (Section 2.4), and
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PNI(S|R, θ) ∝ P (S)PNI(R|S)θ , (8)

with the convention that00=0 for automatically overcoming the drawbacks of previ-

ous definitions found in (Eyherabide and Samengo, 2013). These measures have been

previously related to the information loss caused by ignoring noise correlations in op-

timal decoding (Ince et al., 2010; Latham and Nirenberg, 2005; Nirenberg and Latham,

2003). Accordingly, the decoded information when ignoring noise correlations in op-

timal decoding has previously been quantified by subtracting these measures from the

encoded information (Oizumi et al., 2009, 2010). Further details about their derivations

and interpretations are here postponed untilSection 3, where we will reassess them in

the context of the present study.

2.7 Independent information

The notion of independent information has previously been given different definitions

that need not be interchangeable. In this study, we say that the responsesR1, . . . ,RJ

of J neural populations transmit independent information whenthey fire independently

and selectively toJ independent stimulus featuresS1, . . . , SJ (Fano, 1961). Using the

notation introduced inSection 2.1, our definition implies the following

P (S,R) =
∏J

j=1 P (Sj,Rj) . (9)

When(9) holds, each pair[Sj ,Rj] is here said to constitute an independent-information

channel or stream.

Under our definition, the information carried by independent-information streams

is additive (Fano, 1961), namely

I(S,R) =
J
∑

j=1

I(Sj;Rj) . (10)

For simplicity, hereinafter we abbreviate the notation forthe arguments of any informa-

tion measureX as follows

X1,...,J
def

= X(S1, . . . , SJ ;R1, . . . ,RJ) (11)

Xj
def

= X(Sj,Rj) (12)

X1+...+J
def

= X1 + · · ·+XJ (13)

Using these abbreviations, the additivity of the information carried by independent-

information streams can be simply put asI1,...,J=I1+...+J .
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This property has often been used as the actual definition of independent in-

formation (Brenner et al., 2000; Rolls and Treves, 2011; Schneidman et al., 2003,

2011), whereas other definitions only require that populations are asymptotically

or conditionally independent (Cover and Thomas, 2006; Gawne and Richmond, 1993;

Samengo and Treves, 2000). Our definition is more stringent than those and ensures

that independent information remains independent after arbitrary parallel transforma-

tions of the form[S̃j, R̃j] = fj(Sj ,Rj), namely

P
(

S̃1, R̃1, . . . , S̃J , R̃J

)

=
∏J

j=1 P
(

S̃j, R̃j

)

. (14)

This property plays a fundamental role in our study, and it also holds for the definitions

given inCover and Thomas(2006) andEyherabide and Samengo(2010). However, our

definition is more general than those for the noise in eachj th stream is allowed to depend

on thej th feature.

3 Results

3.1 Underlying information notions need not be reliably related

Quantifying the information loss caused by ignoring noise correlations from the decod-

ing perspective remains controversial, oftentimes due to unfulfilled expectations about

the relation between different measures of information loss. One of the most important

unfulfilled expectations concerns the measures∆IDL and∆IB (Section 2.6). Because

∆IDL continues to be considered the exact information loss in optimal NI decoding

(Section 1and references therein), it may seem natural to expect that∆IDL constitute a

lower bound on the information loss∆IB caused by optimal NI decoders. However, as

we have recently shown, this relation need not hold (Eyherabide and Samengo, 2013).

In this section, we begin our quest to disentangle whether this result indicates that the

measures are flawed or that traditional expectations are unjustified, by comparing the

information notions underlying∆IDL and∆IB.

The measure∆IDL was derived byLatham and Nirenberg(2005) using a notion of

information with roots in communication theory, here called communication informa-

tion (Section 2.2). Within the context of this study, this notion and the derivation of

∆IDL can both be intuitively described using the population of two neurons depicted

in Fig. 1(a). These two neurons can distinguish between two visual stimuli, namely

and , by concurrently firing the same number of spikes (1 or 2) after observing ,

and different number of spikes (2 or 3) after observing .

To compute ∆IDL, Latham and Nirenberg (2005) employed sequences

S
[N]
=[S

[N]
1 , . . . ,S

[N]
N ] of N independent and identically distributed stimuli, and grouped
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Figure 1: Communication notions previously used to derive∆IDL. (a) Hypothetical

intracellular recording of the concurrent spike trains produced by two neurons within

100ms after presenting each of the visual stimuliand in alternation, with pauses

between each presentation. Only two types of population responses occur for each stim-

ulus, and can be fully described using spike counts. (b) Representation of the memo-

ryless communication system employed byLatham and Nirenberg(2005) to compute

∆IDL.

into sets called codebooks (Fig. 1(b)). EachS[N] is transformed by the aforementioned

neural population, one stimulus at a time and independentlyof the others, into a se-

quenceR[N]
=[R

[N]
1 , . . . ,R

[N]
N ] of N population responses. TheR[N] are then fed into an

optimal NI decoder that attempts to reconstruct the original S[N] (Section 2.4).

Using this interpretation,Latham and Nirenberg(2005) computed an estimate of

the average probabilityP (S
[N]
6=S̃

[N]
) that the decoded sequencesS̃

[N] produced by op-

timal NI decoders differ from the transmitted sequencesS
[N], usually denotedP [N]

e .

They showed this estimate to decay exponentially asN grows for codebooks of up

to exp[N Ĩ] sequences, from which they concluded, based on standard information-

theoretical results, that̃I quantifies the communicated information. SubtractingĨ

from the encoded information yielded the measure∆IDL that is currently believed the

exact information loss caused when ignoring noise correlations in optimal decoding

(Section 2.6).

Current beliefs notwithstanding, we have recently shown that∆IDL can exceed the

information loss∆IB caused by optimal decoders constructed ignoring noise correla-

tions (Section 2.6; Eyherabide and Samengo, 2013). Analogously to previous conclu-

sions about∆ID, this finding may seem to directly indicate that∆IDL is flawed and

overestimates the information loss caused by ignoring noise correlations in optimal

decoding. However, as we note here, this conclusion overlooks the fact that∆IB is

fundamentally different from∆IDL, and therefore not necessarily comparable.

Specifically,∆IB differs from∆IDL in at least the following three fundamental as-
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pects. First, it stems from treating decoding as a recoding process, rather than as the

final stage in a communication system (Quiroga and Panzeri, 2009). Second, it is sensi-

tive to random errors but insensitive to systematic errors,and hence be large without de-

coders ever being correct (Quiroga and Panzeri, 2009; Schneidman et al., 2003). Third,

its derivation involves single stimuli, as opposed to stimulus sequence and asymptotic

limits. These three differences are not necessarily unknown in the neuroscience litera-

ture, but they are often overlooked.

Overlooking the differences between∆IB and∆IDL, and therefore deeming them

comparable, may seem justified for at least two reasons. First, previous studies have

shown that∆ID (Latham and Roudi, 2013; Nirenberg and Latham, 2003), and conse-

quently∆IDL (Eyherabide, 2016), reduces to the traditional information loss when ap-

plied to ignoring response aspects through transformations of the population response.

Second, the data processing inequality ensures that, underthose cases,∆IDL is a lower

bound of the information loss caused by decoders that operates on the transformed

responses. However, as we have recently shown, the second reason is invalid because,

within the decoding perspective, decoders operate on the original responses, as opposed

to the transformed ones. Furthermore, we have recently proved that, contrary to previ-

ously thought, the first reason need not be valid even for deterministic transformations

(Eyherabide, 2016).

Therefore, we find questionable both to overlook the differences between the infor-

mation notions underlying∆IDL and∆IB, and to draw conclusions conclusion about

flaws in∆IDL based on previous observations that∆IDL>∆IB. Instead, those observa-

tions may indicate major departures from traditional relations between their underlying

information notions. Nevertheless, it seems to us rather unfortunate that a putative ex-

act measure of information loss cannot be regarded as a yardstick against which the

performance of optimal NI decoders can be measured.

Resolving this puzzle requires that we hereinafter undertake at least two ac-

tions. First, distinguishing the notion of communication information underlying

∆IDL, from the notion of axiomatic information underlying∆IB, here so-called be-

cause it seemingly interprets information as an abstract measure of arbitrary correla-

tions that fulfills certain intuitive and desirable axioms (Fano, 1961; Gallager, 1968;

Shannon and Weaver, 1949; Woodward and Davies, 1952). Second, assessing the prop-

erties of these two measures within the boundaries of their underlying information no-

tions. In this way, our strategy becomes unfortunately morecomplex than those fol-

lowed by previous studies, but guarantees to avoid their potential confounds, and to

accurately compare∆IB and∆IDL.
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3.2 ∆IDL overestimates the communication information loss

We have recently shown not only that∆IDL can exceed∆IB, but also that

∆IDL can be positive even when optimal NI decoders never make mistakes

(Eyherabide and Samengo, 2013). However, the results there shown comprised a

single hypothetical experiment analogous to the one depicted inFig. 1(a), which may

seem to possess peculiar characteristics. Most importantly, we did not connect those

results with the possitibility of flaws in∆IDL. In this section, we test this possibility,

avoiding potential confounds by recasting the above experiment within the framework

of Latham and Nirenberg(2005), and generalizing the results to any experiment in

which optimal NI decoders never make mistakes, regardless of the stimulus-response

distributions.

Imagine generic experiments in which optimal NI decoders can perfectly identify

theS that elicited eachR, including and beyond that inFig. 1(a). Mathematically, this

means thatP (S6=S̃)=0, whereS̃ denotes the decoded stimuli. As we note here, all

these experiments can be recast within the framework ofLatham and Nirenberg(2005),

by interpreting neural populations as memoryless channelsthat read unit-length stim-

ulus sequencesS[N]
1 . These sequences are turned into unit-length population-response

sequencesR[N]
1 , which are subsequently fed into optimal NI decoders.

Suppose now that the length of the sequences is increased to an arbitrary valueN .

According to∆IDL, optimal NI decoders may start making mistakes. Indeed, suppose

that, in the experiment ofFig. 1(a), the population responsesR=[R1, R2] associated

with each stimulus are equally-likely and occurs more frequently than . Mathe-

matically, this implies thatP (R|S)=0.5 regardless ofR andS, and thatP ( )>0.5.

In that case,∆IDL is positive and can reach≈25% of the transmitted information

(Eyherabide and Samengo, 2013), both of which can only occur ifP [N]
e >0.

To prove that this is not the case, recall that by hypothesis,optimal NI decoders can

produce stimulus estimatesS̃[N]
n for eachnth population responseR[N]

n within the received

R
[N] without errors, namelyP (S

[N]
n 6=S̃

[N]
n )=0. Boole’s inequality (Casella and Berger,

2002) ensures that concatenating these parallel estimates to produce the decoded stim-

ulus sequencẽS[N] yields no sequence-errors, that is

P (S
[N]
6=S̃

[N]
) ≤ N max

n
P (S[N]

n 6=S̃
[N]
n ) = 0 . (15)

Following Latham and Nirenberg(2005), this result implies that, in the above exper-

iments, ignoring noise correlations in optimal decoding never causes communication

information losses.

Therefore, we have proved for the first time that∆IDL is flawed and overestimates

the communication information loss when ignoring noise correlations in optimal decod-
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ing. For this reason, we denote the latter as∆CI. Momentarily, we will define∆CI as

follows

∆CI =







0 in the absence of decoding errors

∆IDL otherwise
, (16)

but refine it later after revealing additional sources of overestimation.

3.3 Misleading intuitions and limitations

Although we proved above that∆IDL overestimates∆CI, our proof still partially rests

on the experiment inFig. 1(a). This experiment possesses three properties that may

seem peculiar and in direct contradiction with current intuitions about the role of noise

correlations in optimal decoding. In this section, we show these properties inessential

for ∆IDL to overestimate∆CI.

Our demonstrations focus on cases in which optimal NI decoders make no mistakes.

This property implies that eachR occurs for only oneS. However, we exclude the cases

in which eachR would occur for only oneS should neurons be NI, because the resulting

∆IDL is trivially zero and therefore tight. In the remaining cases, at least oneR that

occurs when neurons are correlated always occur for more than oneS should neurons

be NI.

To illustrate this condition, we constructed three experiments analogous toFig. 1(a)

and represented them using Cartesian coordinates (Fig. 2). In all panels, theRs

recorded during the experiment are represented at the top, and those that would have

been recorded should neurons be NI are represented at the bottom. The experiment

in Fig. 2(a) actually coincides with that inFig. 1(a), whereas those inFig. 2(b) and

Fig. 2(c) are variations of it explained below. In all cases, the Cartesian representations

clearly show that eachR occurs for only oneS when neurons are correlated (top) and

thatR=[2, 2] would have occurred for allSs should neurons be NI.

The first seemingly peculiar property ofFig. 1(a) is that noise correlations vary

acrossS. Indeed, Fig. 2(a) shows that the concurrent responses of both neurons

are positively correlated when elicited by (that is, the Pearson correlation co-

efficient ρ(R1, R2| )>0), and negatively correlated when elicited by (that is,

ρ(R1, R2| )<0). This observation has previously been thought to indicatethat noise

correlation must be important from the decoding perspective (Latham and Nirenberg,

2005; Nirenberg et al., 2001b). However, inSection 3.2, we proved that this intuition

need not be correct.

Most importantly, this first property is insufficient and unnecessary for proving

that ∆IDL overestimates∆CI. To prove it insufficient, we take the experiment in
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Figure 2:∆IDL may overestimate the communication information loss. (a) Cartesian

representation of the responses recorded in the experimentof Fig. 1(a) (top) and the

surrogate NI responses that would have occur should neuronsbe NI (bottom). (b) Anal-

ogous description to panel (a), but for the responses recorded in another hypothetical

experiment. (c) Analogous description to panel (b). In all cases, the symbols repre-

sent the stimuli; and their locations, the concurrent responses they elicit. To improve

visibility, symbols that occur in the same location are shown to only partially overlap.

Fig. 2(a) and setP (R|S) 6=0.5 regardless ofS andR, thereby obtaining through(7)

that∆IDL=0 (Eyherabide and Samengo, 2013). To prove it unnecessary, we build an-

other experiment analogous toFig. 2(a), but withR=[1, 1] replaced by[1, 3] (Fig. 2(b)).

Contrary toFig. 2(a), here noise correlations remain constant across stimuli both in

sign and in strength (i.e.,ρ(R1, R2| )=ρ(R1, R2| )=− 1). Notwithstanding, setting

P ( )=0.52, P (R=[2, 2]| )=0.48, and P (R=[2, 3]| )=0.52, yields ∆IDL≈50%

even though optimal NI decoders can be readily proved to never make mistakes.

The second seemingly peculiar property is that the value of∆IDLequals the value of

its predecessor, namely∆ID (Eyherabide and Samengo, 2013). Interestingly, this ob-

servation has previously been thought to indicate that∆ID is tight (Latham and Roudi,

2013). On the contrary, here we show that such observation actually indicates that

∆IDL is loose. Specifically, we can prove that∆IDL=∆ID is sufficient but inessen-

tial for proving that∆IDL overestimates the communication information loss. To avoid

clutter, we hereinafter omit the response labels from the arguments of the probabilities.

To prove it sufficient, notice that, for the cases under consideration (see sec-

ond paragraph), at least oneR andS exists for whichPNI(S|R)<1 andP (S|R)=1.

Therefore,(6) yields that∆ID>0, and consequently, the second property implies that

∆IDL>0. However, the second property need not imply that optimal NIdecoders

make mistakes. Indeed, the property holds when settingP (S,R) in Fig. 2(a) so that

PNI([2, 2]| )=PNI([2, 2]| ), even though optimal NI decoders never make mistakes

13



whenP ( )>0.5.

To prove it inessential, we set inFig. 2(b) P ( )=0.48, P ([2, 2]| )=0.58, and

P ([2, 3]| )=0.48. Using these probabilities,(6) and (7) readily yield different val-

ues for∆ID (≈48%) and∆IDL (≈36%), respectively. However, optimal NI decoders

can be readily proved to never make mistakes.

The third seemingly peculiar property is that eachR that would occur for more than

oneS should neurons be NI, would do so with equal frequency for thoseS. Math-

ematically,PNI(R|SA)>0 andPNI(R|SB)>0 implies thatPNI(R|SA)=PNI(R|SB).

However, this property is sufficient but typically inessential for proving that∆IDLover-

estimates∆CI.

We prove it sufficient by noting that this property turnsδI(S;R|θ) independent ofθ,

and thus∆IDL=∆ID. To prove it typically inessential, we first note that the third prop-

erty is necessary for experiments comprising only twoS and only oneR for which

PNI(R|SA)=PNI(R|SB), because otherwiseδI(S;R|θ)→0 either whenθ→−∞ or

+∞, thereby yielding∆IDL=0.

However, this need not be the case when experiments compriseeither more than

oneR for which PNI(R|SA)=PNI(R|SB) even if for only two stimuli, as we have

already shown during our proofs of the first and the second properties, or a singleR

with PNI(R|SA)=PNI(R|SB) for more than two stimuli. To prove the latter, we take

the experiment ofFig. 2(a) and add two population responses elicited by a third stimulus

(Fig. 2(c)). SettingP (R|S) so thatPNI([2, 2]| )<PNI([2, 2]| )<PNI([2, 2]| ) (or

in reversed order) turns∆IDL>0 regardless of the stimulus probabilities, even though

it can be readily proved that stimulus probabilities alwaysexist for which optimal NI

decoders never make mistakes.

To summarize, we have shown that the seemingly peculiar properties of the experi-

ment inFig. 1(a) are inessential for proving that∆IDL overestimates∆CI. Contrary to

previous beliefs, we have also found that the sign and strength of noise correlations can

be misleading about their role in optimal decoding. Most importantly, we have proved

that the proximity of∆ID to∆IDL need not indicate that∆ID is close to∆CI, but that

∆IDL is loose.

3.4 Overestimation in the presence of decoding errors

Our analysis so far may seem limited to cases in which optimalNI decoder make no

mistakes, which is arguably rare in the nervous system. In this section, we show that

the measure∆IDL may overestimate∆CI even when optimal NI decoders do make

mistakes. To prove this, consider the experiment shown inFig. 3(a) depicting the con-

current responsesR=[R1
1, R

2
1, R

1
2] of three neurons elicited by four differentS, namely
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Figure 3: Correlations become paradoxically important when integrating independent

information. (a) Cartesian representation of the concurrent responsesR=[R1
1, R

2
1, R

1
2]

of three neurons elicited by four different compound stimuli ( A , B , A and B ). (b)

Cartesian representations of the concurrent responses ofR1
1 andR2

1 (left), which are

sensitive only to variations in the frames; and the responsesR1
2 (right), which are only

sensitive to variations in the letters. (c) Density or heat maps (with color-scale given

on the right) depicting, as a function ofP ( ) andP ([2, 2]| ), the following three

quantities: the value of∆IDL when decoding frames and letters together (left); the

sum of the values of∆IDL when decoding them singly (middle); and the resulting

destructive interference (right). The lineP ([2, 2]| )=0.5 has been widened to ease the

visualization of discontinuities.

In this experiment,S=[S1, S2] consist of two independently chosen features: a

frame (S1∈{ , }) and a letter (S2∈{A,B}). The neurons can be separated into two

populations that fire independently of one another and selectively to different stimulus

features (Fig. 3(b)). The first population is only sensitive to the frames andanalogous

to that inFig. 1(a). The second population is only sensitive to the letters,and consists

of a single neuron. As a result, each population constitutesan independent information

stream, namelyP (S,R)=P (S1,R1)P (S2,R2) (Section 2.7).

Suppose that we set for the second populationP (2|A)=P (2|B). In that case,(7)

readily yields that the value of∆IDL computed using all neurons equals the one com-

puted using only the first two. However, these two neurons areanalogous to those in

Fig. 1(a), for which we have already shown that∆IDL may overestimate∆CI. There-

fore, it seems evident that∆IDL also overestimates∆CI for the experiment inFig. 3(a)

as well.

Using this result, we can refine the computation of∆CI as follows
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∆CI







= 0 if P (S6=S̃)=0

≤ ∆IDL otherwise
, (17)

thereby reflecting our findings that, contrary to previous studies,∆IDL cannot be en-

sured tight. Although this conclusion is correct, the rationale need not be general and

should therefore be observed with caution. The reason for our concerns lies in para-

doxical properties of∆IDL that, as we reveal in the next section, emerge when setting

P (S,R) to other values than those used in our demonstration.

3.5 The whole is less than the sum of its independent parts

We have just shown for the first time that∆IDL may overestimate∆CI, but the over-

estimation may seem to occur only when at least some stimulusfeatures (as opposed

to stimulus identities) can be perfectly identified. These cases are arguably rare in the

nervous system where stimulus features can almost never be perfectly identified due

to noise, in which case∆IDL may still be exact. Surprisingly, here we show that, in

those cases, the value of∆IDL computed over all neural populations typically exceeds

the sum of the values of∆IDL computed over each neural population, even when neu-

ral populations fire independently and selectively to different and independent stimulus

features, thereby transmitting independent information (section2.7).

Specifically, suppose that inFig. 3(a) we setP (B) equal toP ( ). In addition, we

setP (1|A), P (2|B), andP ([2, 3]| ), equal toP ([2, 2]| ), where without risk of con-

fusion we have omitted the response labelsRk
j within the arguments of the probabilities

to avoid clutter. Under these conditions, the computation of ∆IDL using all neurons in

both populations yields a value here denoted∆IDL1,2 given by the following

∆IDL1,2 =







−0.5 q ln q if α=0.5

φH(q α/φ)− q α ln 4 otherwise,
(18)

where for compactness, we have definedq=P ( ), α=P ([2, 2]| ), H(x)= −

x ln x−x̄ ln x̄ (also called binary entropy function),φ=2 q α + q̄ ᾱ, and the bar over

a symbol denotes complement to unity (e.g.,z̄=1−z).

Notice that Pearson correlation coefficients (ρ) cannot fully characterize the re-

sponse distributions. Indeed, the only nonzeroρs arise for the responses of both neurons

in population 1. ForA and B , ρ=1, whereas forA and B , ρ=−1, and their values

remain constant regardless ofP ([2, 2]| ). In addition,∆IDL depends onP ([2, 2]| ),

as we show in(18) andFig. 3(c), thereby renderingρ also unsuitable for assessing the

properties of∆IDL.
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The value of∆IDL1,2 in Fig. 3(a) is almost always positive, and can reach≈100% of

the transmitted information whenP ( )→0 andP ([2, 2]| )→1 (Fig. 3(c) left, and??).

According to previous studies, this result would indicate that noise correlations are im-

portant in optimal decoding or even crucial (Ince et al., 2010; Latham and Nirenberg,

2005; Latham and Roudi, 2013; Oizumi et al., 2016, 2010). However, we find the

above result paradoxical because noise correlations only exist within population

1, and, unlessP ([2, 2]| )=0.5, they are irrelevant for decoding that population

(Eyherabide and Samengo, 2013).

Indeed, the computation of∆IDL using only the neurons in the first population al-

ways yields∆IDL1 =0, unlessP ([2, 2]| )=0.5, whereas its computation using only the

neurons in the second population always yields∆IDL2 =0, regardless ofP ([2, 2]| )

(Fig. 3(c) middle). Therefore, the positive values of∆IDL1,2 seem to arise from a para-

doxical growth in correlation importance caused by decoding the populations together,

as opposed to decoding them in parallel, even though the populations transmit indepen-

dent information. This paradoxical growth is here called destructive interference, and

quantified as the following difference

∇IDL1;2 = ∆IDL1,2 −∆IDL1 −∆IDL2 . (19)

In our experiment,∇IDL1;2 is always positive and equal to∆IDL1,2 (though zero when

P ([2, 2]| )=0.5), and therefore can reach≈100% of the transmitted information

(Fig. 3(c) right).

Notice that the above results have not been corrected for theoverestimation prob-

lems described inSection 3.2andSection 3.4. As a result, the observed destructive

interference cannot be directly attributed to an overestimation of the types there stud-

ied. Instead, it constitutes a new phenomena that can occur in parallel with other sources

of overestimation.

Indeed, as shown inSection 3.2, the actual communication information loss∆CI1

computed using only the neurons in the first population is equal to zero when optimal

NI decoders make no mistakes, and this can occur even ifP ([2, 2]| )=0.5. To that

end, one of the following two conditions must hold:P ( )>0.5, or P ( )=0.5 but

optimal NI decoders are constructed using tie-breaking rules that choose whenever

PNI( |R1)=PNI( |R1) (Eyherabide and Samengo, 2013). Unfortunately, we can not

refine the estimation of the actual communication information loss∆CI1,2 computed

using all neurons in all populations based on the results inSection 3.4because, unlike

the example there studied, here∆IDL1,2>∆IDL1 . This result would imply that the actual

destructive interference is zero only whenP ([2, 2]| )=0.5 andP ( )<0.5, that is, on

the lower half of the line defined byP ([2, 2]| )=0.5 in Fig. 3(c).

In conclusion, here we have shown for the first time that∆IDL is superadditive
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when information is independent. This result is in stark contrast with the additivity of

its predecessor,∆ID, which we later prove inSection 3.7. Most importantly, our ob-

servation reveals a major departure from traditional viewson the desirable properties of

information measures (Cover and Thomas, 2006; Fano, 1961). From a neuroscientific

perspective, our result implies that, should∆IDL be exact as currently thought, noise

correlations would paradoxically become more important when analyzing neural pop-

ulations as a whole than when analyzing each of its constituent parts, even when the

parts transmit independent information.

3.6 Destructive interference in brain models

Information in the brain may be transmitted by one or multiple heterogeneous neural

substrates (e.g. single neurons, neural populations, cortical areas or functional net-

works) using different temporal scales, frequency bands, amplitude intervals, or other

types of multiplexed codes (Akam and Kullmann, 2014; Cover and Thomas, 2006;

Eyherabide and Samengo, 2010; Gross et al., 2013; Harvey et al., 2013; Huk, 2012;

Oppenheim et al., 1997; Panzeri et al., 2010; Shannon and Weaver, 1949). Moreover,

neural activity may be characterized using continuous (quantitative) variables, as op-

posed to discrete (qualitative, nominal or categorical) variables. Continuous variables

naturally arise when estimating firing rates, peak amplitudes, phases, or mean power

within specific frequency-bands and time-intervals using tuning curves, local-field po-

tentials (LFP), event-related potentials (ERP), or sensorsignals from brain-imaging de-

vices including electroencephalography (EEG) and magnetoencephalography (MEG).

Unless quantized (discretized), these estimations may yield locally-smooth probability

densities for which the above paradox need not arise.

To test this, we build another hypothetical experiment by replacing the discrete re-

sponses inFig. 3(a) with continuous ones generated using unit-variance Gaussian dis-

tributions (Fig. 4(a)). Mathematically, their probability distributions can be rewritten as

follows

P (R1|S1) ∝ exp

[

(

R1
1 − R2

1

)2

2 (ρ2 − 1)
−

(R1
1 − µ1) (R

2
1 − µ1)

1 + ρ

]

(20)

P (R2|S2) ∝ exp
[

−0.5
(

R1
2 − µ2

)2
]

. (21)

whereρ is the correlation coefficient betweenR1
1 andR2

1; µ1=2 if S1= and 4 if

S1= ; andµ2=2 if S2=A and4 if S2=B.

To study multiplexed codes, we reinterpretR1
1 andR2

1 as the amplitudes of10Hz-

oscillations at two different cortical areas, denoted1 and2. Analogously,R1
2 as the

amplitude of80Hz-oscillations at the cortical area1. Mathematically,
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Figure 4: Destructive interference in brain models. (a) Cartesian representation of the

probability densities defined in(20) and(21). The dummy variableR2
2 uniformly dis-

tributed within the interval[0, 2] was introduced for visualization purposes. (b) Hy-

pothetical recording of the activity in two cortical areas,elicited within 100ms after

the onset of each stimulusA , B , A and B , and defined through(22) and(23). (c)

Analogous description toFig. 3(c), but withP ([2, 2]| ) replaced byρ.

Z1 = R1
1 sin(20 π t) +R1

2 sin(160 π t) (22)

Z2 = R2
1 sin(20 π t) , (23)

whereZ1 andZ2 represent the possibly-filtered signals recorded from the cortical areas

1 and2, andt is the time (Fig. 4(b)).

Analogous to the experiment in the previous section, noise correlations only occur

betweenR1
1 andR2

1. However, here they affect the amplitudes of the10Hz-oscillations

at the two different cortical areas, as opposed to the spike counts of two neurons within

the same population. Nevertheless, they need not be important from the decoding per-
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spective regardless of their sign and strength, as previousstudies have already shown

(Averbeck et al., 2006; Averbeck and Lee, 2006; Eyherabide and Samengo, 2013).

Unfortunately, the results and conclusions of the above studies cannot be directly

applied to our experiment because they were obtained using different measures and

information notions. Nevertheless, we can rigorously prove that value of∆IDL com-

puted taking only the10Hz-oscillations into account, here denoted∆IDL1 , is zero

regardless ofρ. Indeed, after some algebra,P (S|[R1
1, R

2
1]) can be proved equal to

PNI(S|[R1
1, R

2
1], θ) for θ=1/(1 + ρ) wheneverP ([R1

1, R
2
1])>0.

According to previous studies, this result would indicate that noise correlations are

irrelevant for decoding them in isolation regardless of thecorrelation strength. Even

so, the value of∆IDL1,2 computed using all oscillations amplitudes in all corticalareas is

always positive (except whenρ=0). Based on our results in the previous section, we

can conclude that∆IDL1.2 is completely attributable to destructive interference, namely

∆IDL1,2=∇IDL1;2 (Fig. 4(c)).

In conclusion, we have shown that destructive interferenceis ubiquitous regardless

of the type of variables employed to characterize the recorded neural activity, and the

neural substrates that the variables are interpreted to represent. In this way, we have con-

clusively answered two of the most recurrent questions in computational neuroscience:

whether the phenomena observed when studying single neurons would also occur when

studying cortical areas, and whether the results obtained with discrete variables would

also emerge for continuous variables.

In addition, recall that we interpretedFig. 4 as an example of multiplexed codes

that transmit independent information through frequency division, whereas we can in-

terpretFig. 3as an example of multiplexed codes that transmit independent information

through space division (Oppenheim et al., 1997; Panzeri et al., 2010). These interpre-

tations allow us to predict that destructive interference is a characteristic feature of

multiplexed codes regardless of their implementation. However, our prediction need

not imply that demultiplexing improves the performance of optimal NI decoders when

information is independent, as we show inSection 3.9.

3.7 Ubiquity of destructive interference

In the previous section, we quantified∆IDL using only two populations transmitting in-

dependent information and found that it is superadditive. This result constitutes a major

departure both from traditional views on the desirable properties of information mea-

sures, and from traditional expectations when operating onindependent-information

streams (Cover and Thomas, 2006; Fano, 1961; Oizumi et al., 2016; Schneidman et al.,

2003). However, the aforementioned experiments may still seem overly simple, thereby
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questioning the generality of our results. In this section,we trace back this phenomenon

to the mathematical definition of∆IDL, as opposed to particular properties of the hypo-

thetical neural data analyzed above.

Recall that∆IDL is defined through(7) as the minimization over the parameterθ of

the functionδI(θ), which is given by the following

δI(S;R|θ) =
∑

S,R

P (S,R) ln
P (S|R)

PNI(S|R, θ)
. (24)

When two neural populations transmit independent information, like those inFig. 3and

Fig. 4, it can be readily shown that, in addition to(9), the following equations hold

P (S|R) = P (S1|R1)P (S2|R2) (25)

PNI(S|R, θ) = PNI(S1|R1, θ)P
NI(S2|R2, θ) , (26)

whereSj denotes the stimulus features encoded in the activityRj of thej th population.

Therefore, we can rewrite(27) for these cases as follows

δI(S;R|θ) = δI(S1;R1|θ) + δI(S2;R2|θ) , (27)

thereby proving thatδI(θ) is additive when information is independent. For compact-

ness, hereinafter we employ the abbreviated notation introduced inSection 2.7, and

rewrite the above equation simply asδI1,2(θ)=δI1(θ) + δI2(θ).

Notice that the additivity ofδI(θ) directly implies the additivity of∆ID. Indeed

∆ID can be computed asδI(θ) with θ=1 (Latham and Nirenberg, 2005). Therefore,

using the aforementioned notation,∆ID1,...,J=∆ID1+...+J . This result should not be con-

fused with the additivity found inNirenberg and Latham(2003), which involved nei-

ther decoders nor independent information, and is limited to non-overlapping response

distributions.

However, the additivity ofδI(θ) need not imply the additivity of∆IDL. Indeed,

δI(θ) is convex (also called U-concaveGallager, 1968; Latham and Nirenberg, 2005),

and the sum of the minima to two convex functions can never exceed the minimum of

their sum. Therefore, the minimum of each tern in(27), which correspond from left to

right to∆IDL1,2, ∆IDL1 and∆IDL2 , are related according to the following

∆IDL1,2 ≥ ∆IDL1 +∆IDL2 . (28)

Strict inequality holds whenever the minima occur at different locations, irrespective of

their separation or the values of the minima (Fig. 5).

To illustrate this, we build the three examples shown inFig. 5. The first example is

based onFig. 3(a) withP ( ) andP ([2, 2]| ) equal to0.8 (Fig. 5(a)), and shows the
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characteristic U-shape ofδI(θ) regardless of whether it is computed using the neurons

in population 1, in population 2, or in both. The minimum ofδI1(θ), namely∆IDL1 ,

occurs atθ→∞, whereas the minimum ofδI2(θ), namely∆IDL2 , occurs atθ=1. As

expected, their sum is less than the minimum ofδI1,2(θ), namely∆IDL1,2, thereby leading

to destructive interference.
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Figure 5: Destructive interference stems from differencesin the location of minima.

The second example is based onFig. 4(a) withP ( )=0.8 andρ=−0.5 (Fig. 5(b)).

This example is qualitatively analogous to the first one except that∆IDL1 occurs not

at ∞, but atθ=2. The third example (Fig. 5(c)) is analogous to the second one, but

with different correlation coefficients for (−0.8) and (−0.2). As a result,∆IDL1 is

not zero, but positive and equal to≈3.8%. In both cases, the observed differences are

inessential and cannot prevent the occurrence of destructive interference.

Nevertheless, notice that a value ofθ that simultaneously minimizes each and ev-

ery term in(27) may theoretically occur. Indeed, recall the experiment inFig. 3 with

P (S,R) set as inSection 3.4. In that case, we found that∆IDL2 =0 and∆IDL1,2=∆IDL1 ,

from which we can immediately conclude that∇IDL1;2=0. This conclusion agrees with

the fact that bothδI1(θ) andδI2(θ) are both minimized for the same value ofθ. The

fact that the value ofθ turns out to be unity is inessential.

Our results not only prove that the superadditivity of∆IDL stems directly from its

mathematical definition, but also that the property is ubiquitous and independent of

the type of data on which∆IDL is applied. Most importantly, they show that previous

experimental findings in which∆IDL either grows with the number of neurons or with

the decoding-window length or lies close to∆ID, need not be completely attributable to

temporal correlations across time bins, pseudo-correlations caused by inappropriately

assuming stationarity, or higher-order correlations, as previous studies have conjectured

(Latham and Roudi, 2013; Oizumi et al., 2009, 2010). Instead, they can at least partially

arise, even when information is independent, due to destructive interference.

Answering these questions requires that we test our resultson arbitrary numberJ of

neural populations. To that end, we use mathematical induction and rewrite∆IDL1,...,J as

the minimization of the convex functionδI1,...,J(θ)=δI1,...,J−1(θ)+δIJ(θ), which min-

ima are related through∆IDL1,...,J≥∆IDL1,...,J−1+∆IDLJ . This result implies that
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∆IDL1,...,J ≥ ∆IDL1+...+J , (29)

with equality if and only if somêθ exists that simultaneously minimizesδIj(θ) for all

1≤j≤J (that is,δIj(θ̂)=minθ δIj(θ) for all 1≤j≤J).

Based on the above result, we can define destructive interference for an arbitrary

numberJ of independent information streams as the following difference

∇IDL1;...;J = ∆IDL1,...,J −∆IDL1+...+J . (30)

It immediately follows from our demonstration of(29) that ∇IDL1;...;J never decreases

with J .

In addition, the condition for equality in(29) immediately implies that the obser-

vation of∇IDL1;...;J>0 requires of two independent information streamsj1 and j2, for

which δIj1(θ) and δIj2(θ) are strictly convex, and achieve their minima at different

values ofθ. These conditions need not always hold, forδI(θ) can also be constant

(Eyherabide and Samengo, 2013), as in the cases that fulfill the third property men-

tioned inSection 3.3. However, the fact that in these cases∆IDL=∆ID need not imply

that this condition should not hold for both streams. Indeed, destructive interference

can arise even if only one stream exists for which∆IDL6=∆ID, as shown inFig. 5.

In conclusion, we have shown that destructive interferenceis a direct consequence

of the convex minimization that defines the estimate∆IDL of the actual communica-

tion information loss∆CI. In addition, we have derived the necessary and sufficient

conditions for destructive interference to arise. These conditions need not always hold,

as inFig. 3 with the probabilities set as inSection 3.4, but our results show that the

conditions are quite unrestrictive. Most importantly, we have extended the validity of

our results to arbitrarily-complex independent information streams, regardless of their

number and type.

3.8 Relative monotonic growth

We have just shown that∇IDL1;...;J never decreases with the numberJ of independent

information streams. However, this trend need not apply when measuring∇IDL1;...;J rela-

tive to the transmitted informationI1,...,J or to∆IDL1,...,J . Should it decrease instead, the

destructive interference would become a minor component of∆IDL, and according to

current beliefs, would play a minor role in the cost of ignoring noise correlations in

optimal decoding. In this section, we test this hypothesis and show that the relative av-

erage of∇IDL1;...;J never decreases, thereby driving∆IDL1,...,J towards, but not necessarily

reaching, its upper bound∆ID1,...,J .
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To test this hypothesis, we build an experiment withJ neural populations analogous

to the first population inFig. 3. These populations fire in response to visual stimuli

S=[S1, . . . , SJ ] composed ofJ different and independently-chosen stimulus features.

EachSj denotes a frame ( or ) projected at a different location in a screen. For

each value ofSj, thej th population produces only two types of responses (Fig. 6).
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Figure 6: Hypothetical experiment with9 populations of two neurons each firing in-

dependently and selectively to9 different and independently chosen stimulus features.

Each feature is a frame ( or ) located at a different position in the screen. The

populations were generated by replicating the first population in Fig. 3(a), except that

P (Sj= andP (Rj=[2, 2]|Sj= ) were chosen independently for each population.

In this experiment,P (S,R) was chosen to fulfill(9). In this way, eachj th popu-

lation fires independently of the other populations and selectively to thej th stimulus

featureSj , thereby constituting independent information streams. For each stream,

we setP (Rj=[2, 3]|Sj= ) equal toP (Rj=[2, 2]|Sj= ), and choseP (Sj= ) and

P (Rj=[2, 2]|Sj= ) both uniformly from the interval[0.05, 0.95], and independently

for eachj th population.

Repeating the above procedure, we generated 128 random instances of the same

hypothetical experiment, each one with 1024 independent information streams. For

each instance, we computed∇IDL1;...;J using the firstJ streams. This computation showed

that the relative value of∇IDL1;...;J can increase or decrease withJ depending on the
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sample (Fig. 7(a), left). However, we also found that the average value of∇IDL1;...;J

across instances never decreased.

Figure 7: Destructive interference grows with the number ofindependent-information

streams. (a) Variation as the numberJ of streams grows, for 128 instances of

hypothetical experiments generated fromFig. 5(a), of the destructive interference

(left), its average across instances (left) and the averages of the information losses
〈

∆ID1,...,J
〉

,
〈

∆IDL1+...+J

〉

and
〈

∆IDL1,...,J

〉

(middle). The right panel shows the value attained

by the destructive interference and the above information losses in the limit for largeJ ,

when allP (Rj=[2, 2]|Sj= ) are drawn uniformly from the interval[0.05, αMAX ], as

a function ofαMAX (right panel). All values are given relative toI1,...,J . (b) Analogous

description to (a), but for 128 instances of hypothetical experiments generated from

Fig. 5(b), and with correlation coefficients in the right panel drawn from the interval

[−0.95, ρMAX ]. (c) Analogous description to (b), but for 128 instances of hypothetical

experiments generated fromFig. 5(c). Vertical segments: standard error of the mean.

For the reasons we mentioned inSection 3.6, we repeated the analysis using as

prototype information streams not the first population inFig. 3, but the amplitudes of the

10Hz-oscillations in the activity of two cortical areas studiedin Fig. 4. The resulting

experiments can be thought as concerning the information transmitted independently

by the amplitudes of10Hz-oscillations atJ pairs of cortical areas, namely
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Z1
j = R1

j sin(20 π t) (31)

Z2
j = R2

j sin(20 π t) , (32)

whereZk
j denotes the activity recorded in thekth cortical area of thej th pair. How-

ever, the experiments can also be interpreted as the amplitudes of oscillations withinJ

different frequency bandsf1, . . . , fJ in the activity of two cortical areas, namely

Z1 =
J
∑

j=1

R1
j sin(2 π fj t) (33)

Z2 =

J
∑

j=1

R1
j sin(2 π fj t) , (34)

or a combination of both.

As before, the stimulus-response probabilities were chosen to fulfill (9). Each

P (Rj|Sj) was given by the following unit-variance Gaussian distribution

P (Rj|Sj) ∝ exp

[

(

R1
j −R2

j

)2

2 (ρj(Sj)
2 − 1)

−
(R1

j − µj) (R
2
j − µj)

1 + ρj(Sj)

]

, (35)

whereρj(Sj) is the correlation coefficient betweenR1
j andR2

j givenSj; whereasµj=2

if Sj= and4 if Sj= . We choseP (Sj= ) and all correlation coefficients indepen-

dently for each stream, the former uniformly from the interval [0.05, 0.95], and the latter

uniformly from the interval[−0.95, 0.95]. Analogously toFig. 5, we considered both

the case in which the correlation coefficientsρj(R
1
j , R

2
j | ) andρj(R1

j , R
2
j | ) for each

j th information stream coincide (Fig. 7(b)), and the case in whichρj(R1
j , R

2
j | ) and

ρj(R
1
j , R

2
j | ) differ (Fig. 7(c)). In both cases, we found trends for the relative value

and the relative average of∇IDL1;...;J as a function ofJ analogous to those inFig. 7(a).

We also found that, for the three hypothetical experiments mentioned above, the

relative averages of∆ID and∆IDL1+...+J remain virtually constant asJ grows (Fig. 7,

middle panels). In that case, the growth withJ of the average∇IDL1;...;J relative toI1,...,J
is equivalent to that of the average∆IDL1,...,J relative toI1,...,J . Most importantly, these

results imply that the relative value of∇IDL1;...;J with respect to∆IDL1,...,J also grows with

J . In other words, the proportion of∆IDL1,...,J , as opposed to that ofI1,...,J , explained by

∇IDL1;...;J , never decreases with the number of independent information streams.

The above results are valid not only for the three hypothetical experiments stud-

ied in Fig. 7, but for more general hypothetical experiments comprisingJ independent

information streams defined through independent and identically distributed parameter

vectors. For these class of experiments, we can prove that the following relations hold
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〈I1,...,λJ〉 = λJ 〈Ij〉 (36)
〈

∆ID1,...,λJ
〉

= λJ
〈

∆IDj
〉

(37)
〈

∆IDL1+...+λJ

〉

= λJ
〈

∆IDLj

〉

(38)
〈

∆IDL1,...,λJ

〉

≥ λ
〈

∆IDL1,...,J

〉

(39)
〈

∇IDL1;...;λJ

〉

≥ λ
〈

∇IDL1;...;J

〉

, (40)

whereλ is a positive integer. All these equations rest partially onthe linearity of the

mean. In addition,(36) stems from(10); (37), from (27) with θ=1; (39), from the

convexity ofδI; and(40), from subtracting(39)and(38).

Dividing by 〈I1,...,λJ〉 each side of(37)–(40) yields the following relations for the

relative averages

〈

∆ID1,...,λJ
〉

/ 〈I1,...,λJ〉 =
〈

∆IDj
〉

/ 〈Ij〉 (41)
〈

∆IDL1+...+λJ

〉

/ 〈I1,...,λJ〉 =
〈

∆IDLj

〉

/ 〈Ij〉 (42)
〈

∆IDL1,...,λJ

〉

/ 〈I1,...,λJ〉 ≥
〈

∆IDL1,...,J

〉

/ 〈I1,...,J〉 (43)
〈

∇IDL1;...;λJ

〉

/ 〈I1,...,λJ〉 ≥
〈

∇IDL1,...,J

〉

/ 〈I1,...,J〉 . (44)

Furthermore, dividing(40)by
〈

∆IDL1,...,λJ

〉

yields the following relation

〈

∇IDL1;...;λ1λ2J

〉

/
〈

∆IDL1,...,λ1λ2J

〉

≥
〈

∇IDL1;...;λ1Jj

〉

/
〈

∆IDL1,...,λ2J

〉

, (45)

after replacingλ with the product of two positive integersλ1 andλ2, and some relatively

simple algebra. These relations generalize our observations inFig. 7, and prove that the

destructive interference never decreases in absolute or relative magnitude, and becomes

increasingly important as the number of independent information streams grows.

We also noticed that the relative magnitude of∇IDL1;...;J converges asJ grows to a

value, here called∇IDL1;...;∞. This observation need not be surprising for the relative

average of∇IDL1;...;∞ across instances. Indeed, not only this value is bounded by unity,

but also increasing withJ , as we have shown, and therefore the monotone convergence

theorem ensures that a limit exists asJ→∞. However, our observation also applies

to each instance of the experiments, as opposed to their averages (Fig. 7, left). Most

importantly, these observations open up the possibility that ∇IDL1;...;J becomes so large

whenJ→∞ as to drive∆IDL1,...,J close to its maximum value, namely∆ID1,...,J .

To test this hypothesis, we generated different instances of the experiment in

Fig. 7(a) by choosingP (Rj=[2, 2]|Sj= ) uniformly from intervals[0.05, αMAX ], for

0.05≤αMAX≤0.95. For these instances, we computedI(;1, . . . ,∞) analytically, and

estimated∆ID1,...,∞, ∆IDL1,...,∞ and∆IDL1+...+∞ numerically using Matlab R2015b.
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We found that the relative value of∇IDL1;...;∞, and consequently of∆IDL1,...,∞, reached

its maximum whenαMAX≈0.83. This value was estimated as the maximum of a cu-

bic function that locally approximated the trace of∇I1,...,∞ as αMAX grows. Fur-

thermore, we found that both∇IDL1;...;∞ and∆IDL1,...,∞ converged to∆ID1,...,∞ whenever

P (Rj=[2, 2]|Sj= ) was drawn from intervals centered at0.5. Indeed, for largeJ ,

δI1,...,J(θ) can be approximated using the law of large numbers as follows

δI1,...,J(θ) ≈ J

〈

qj αj ln

(

1 +
q̄j
qj

(

ᾱj

αj

)θ
)〉

, (46)

where for compactness, we have employed a notation analogous to that introduced after

(18), definingqj=P (Sj= ), αj=P (Rj=[2, 2]|Sj= ), andx̄=1−x for any real value

x. After some algebra, this equation can be shown to reach its minimum whenθ=1

provided thatqj andαj are chosen with probability distributions that are symmetric

about0.5, and hence

∆IDL1,...,J ≈
J≫1

∆ID1,...,J . (47)

In Fig. 7(b)-(c), different instances were generated by choosing the correlation co-

efficients uniformly from intervals[−0.95, ρMAX ], for −0.95≤ρMAX≤0.95. In these

cases, we estimatedI1,...,∞, ∆ID1,...,∞ and∆IDL1,...,∞ using Monte Carlo integration in

Python 3.4.3 with the packages Vegas 3.0 and SciPy 0.14.1, using 2000000 vector sam-

ples, divided in 10 iterations for training and 10 iterations for evaluation. The value of

∆IDL1+...+∞ was estimated using163840 independently generated streams.

Unlike in Fig. 7(a), here the relative values of both∇IDL1;...;∞ and∆IDL1,...,∞ increased

with ρMAX . However,∆IDL1,...,∞ converged to∆ID1,...,∞ only whenρMAX≈0.73 in both

Fig. 7(b) andFig. 7(c). This value was estimated analogously to the value ofαMAX in

Fig. 7(a).

To summarize, our results show that as the number of independent information

streams grows, the relative amount of destructive interference is never negative and

never decreases. This result finally answers the question weposited in the previous

section, and shows that∆IDL may grow with the number of neurons or the decoding-

window duration by the virtue of destructive interference alone, or in conjunction with

other possible causes. In addition, destructive interference may drive the loss∆IDL1,...,J

near its upper bound∆ID1,...,J . Analogous observations have previously been regarded

as a sign that∆ID1,...,J is tight (Latham and Roudi, 2013). Our results once again cast

doubt on this interpretation, but this time by showing that it may stem from a paradoxi-

cal growth in the cost of ignoring noise correlations.
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3.9 The construction of optimal NI decoders is not unique

The measure∆IDL1,...,J computed above stems from computing the measure∆IDL intro-

duced byLatham and Nirenberg(2005) using all neurons inJ populations that transmit

independent information. According to previous studies, this computation would yield

the exact information loss caused when optimally decoding the aforementioned neurons

ignoring noise correlations. However, in this section we show that∆IDL is actually lim-

ited to a specific construction of optimal NI decoders, thereby opening up the possibility

that other constructions be more efficient than predicted by∆IDL.

Specifically, we noticed that∆IDL, and consequently∆IDL1,...,J , use what we here

call joint NI decoders (also called centralized integration; Zhang et al., 2016). These

decoders produce simultaneous estimatesS
JI of all stimulus features only after reading

the concurrent responsesR of all populations (Fig. 8(a)). Mathematically, joint NI

decoders can be defined as follows

S
JI = argmax

S

PNI(S|R) . (48)

However, joint NI decoders need not be the only way in which optimal NI decoders can

be constructed.
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Figure 8: Two different constructions of optimal NI decoders. (a) Joint NI de-

coders choose stimultaneously all the stimulus features that maximize the NI posterior

PNI(S|R). (b) Parallel NI decoders choose each stimulus feature singly but in parallel

by maximizing each of their corresponding NI posteriorsPNI(Sj|Rj).

To show this, recall our definition of independent information given inSection 2.7.

According to this definition,J neural populations transmit independent information
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when they fire independently and selectively toJ independent stimulus features, re-

spectively. In that case, the stimulus features can also be optimally identified in paral-

lel (also known as distributed, modular or decentralized decoding;Zhang et al., 2016)

regardless of whether neurons are noise independent or not.However, the use of par-

allel decoders when studying the role of noise correlationsin neural decoding has pre-

viously been controversial (Latham and Nirenberg, 2005; Meister and Hosoya, 2001;

Nirenberg et al., 2001a; Schneidman et al., 2003).

As we note here, this controversy could have been avoided should previous studies

have combined the outputs of the parallel decoders into a single consistent estimate.

However, such combination may not be possible without taking implicitly or explicitly

correlations into account or making additional assumptions (Eyherabide and Samengo,

2013; Jaynes, 2003; Knill and Richards, 1996; Landy et al., 1995; Schneidman et al.,

2003). These difficulties do not arise here because populations transmit independent

information.

Specifically, here we construct parallel NI decoders as two-stage processes

(Fig. 8(b)). The first stage consists ofJ optimal NI decoders, each of which operates

separately on a different population. Mathematically, thej th optimal NI decoder reads

the responseRj of thej th population and produces an estimateSPI
j of thej th feature,

according to the following

SPI
j = argmax

Sj

PNI(Sj|Rj) = argmax
Sj

PNI(Sj|R) . (49)

These estimates are concurrently fed into the second stage,which concatenates them to

produce the estimated stimulusSPI=
[

SPI
1 , . . . , SPI

J

]

. Unlike Zhang et al.(2016), the

definitions of joint and parallel decoders given here are both valid for arbitrary stimulus

distributions.

The last equality in(49) shows that feeding eachj th optimal NI decoder in

the first stage only with the responses of thej th population (or demultiplexing, as

mentioned inSection 3.6) is inessential. Indeed, after some algebra,(14) turns

into PNI(Sj|Rj)=PNI(Sj |R) for populations that transmit independent information.

Therefore, parallel estimations of each individual stimulus featureSPI
j can be con-

ducted without the interference of other information streams that seemingly affect the

joint estimations, at least according to the results we haveobtained above.

To summarize, we have shown for the first time that∆IDL is only based on joint NI

decoders. However, even though unnoticed by previous studies, we found that the con-

struction of optimal NI decoders need not be unique, and different alternatives may exist

depending on the case. In particular, we showed that, when information is independent,

optimal NI decoding can be performed in parallel. These possibilities have remained

largely ignored in the neural coding literature, and most importantly, may lead to con-
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structions that outperform joint NI decoders and overcome the destructive interference.

In that case,∆IDL would potentially overestimate∆CI, and the importance of noise

correlations in optimal decoding, for yet another reason than those we have mentioned

above.

3.10 Decoding more efficiently than predicted

Our finding that the construction of optimal NI decoders is not uniquely defined im-

mediately raises the question of what difference do different constructions make. To

address this question, we compute in this section the information losses caused by par-

allel NI decoders using the information notions underlying∆ID, ∆IB and∆IDL. Con-

trary to current pervasive ideas, these computations need not stem straight-forwardly

from previous results on encoded information losses for forthe reasons we mentioned

in Section 3.1.

The axiomatic information loss caused by parallel NI decoders can be computed by

reinterpreting the first stage as parallel transformationsof each individual population

response. When information is independent,(14) holds, and the axiomatic information

losses∆IDL1 , . . . ,∆IDLJ caused by each of these parallel transformations are additive.

The second stage is invertible, and hence lossless. Consequently, using the notation

introduced inSection 2.7, the axiomatic information loss caused by parallel NI decoders

is equal to∆IB1+...+J .

Analogous results can be obtained for the value of∆ID associated with parallel NI

decoders. To that end, recall that∆ID was derived byNirenberg et al.(2001a) using a

notion of information with roots in coding theory, here called descriptive information.

Within this notion,∆ID can be interpreted as the increment caused by ignoring noise

correlations in the minimum average description lengthLS of the stimulus identityS

after observing the population responseR (Cover and Thomas, 2006).

Within that context, parallel NI decoding can be interpreted as describingS by con-

catenating the individual descriptions of itsJ stimulus features. The resulting minimum

average description lengthLPI
S

equals the sum of the minimum average description

lengthsLS1
, . . . , LSJ

associated with each stimulus feature, and therefore, their corre-

sponding increments∆ID1 , . . . ,∆IDJ caused by ignoring noise correlations are additive.

Consequently, the descriptive information loss caused by parallel NI decoders equals

∆ID1+...+J . Notice that this result need not immediately arise from theadditivity of ∆ID

found inSection 3.7, for that mathematical findings need not be conceptually related to

the operation of parallel NI decoders.

The above results render seemingly reasonable to hypothesize that the communi-

cation information loss produced by parallel NI decoders equals∆IDL1+...+J . To rigor-
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ously prove this, recall the notation introduced inSection 2.7, and the derivation of

Latham and Nirenberg(2005) introduced inSection 3.1. According to their derivation,

we can associate eachj th population with codebooks of up toexp(N Ĩj) sequences

S
[N]
j , whereĨj≤Ij−∆IDLj , for which the average decoding-error rateP

[N]
e,j produced by

optimal NI decoders vanishes exponentially asN grows.

Combining the above codebooks using Cartesian products yields a product code-

book of up toexp(N
∑J

j=1 Ĩj) sequences. For theses codebooks, Boole’s inequality

(Casella and Berger, 2002) yields after some algebra that the average decoding error

rateP [N]
e decays exponentially asN grows at least as fast asmaxj P

[N]
e,j . Hence,∆IDL1+...+J

is achievable (Cover and Thomas, 2006) and quantifies the communication information

loss caused when decodingJ independent information streams ignoring noise correla-

tions.

In conclusion, we have proved that, when information is independent, the informa-

tion loss caused by parallel NI decoders is equal to the sum ofthe information losses

caused by each of its constituent optimal NI decoders regardless of the underlying infor-

mation notion. Most importantly, this result shows that∆IDL1+...+J is achievable, thereby

proving that parallel NI decoders can overcome the destructive interference. Therefore,

we conclude that parallel NI decoders can be more efficient than predicted by∆IDL1,...,J ,

and that, contrary to current beliefs, noise correlations can be less important than pre-

dicted by∆IDL.

3.11 Joint NI decoders can potentially outperform parallelNI de-

coders

We have shown in the previous sections have shown that the communication informa-

tion loss∆IDL1+...+J caused by parallel NI decoders is never greater and can be less than

the communication information loss∆IDL1,...,J caused by joint NI decoders. These results

seemingly indicate both that parallel NI decoders do outperform joint NI decoders, at

least in terms of communication information losses, and that, regardless of how para-

doxical it may seem, destructive interference need not merely stems from flaws in∆IDL.

In this section, we address these hypotheses and show that joint NI decoders can both

achieve∆IDL1+...+J and potentially outperform parallel NI decoders, at least in terms of

axiomatic information loss.

To prove that joint NI decoders can achieve∆IDL1+...+J , recall that the derivation of

∆IDL in Latham and Nirenberg(2005) is based on the average decoding error proba-

bility P
[N]
e , which they wrote asP

(

PNI(S|R)<PNI(S̃|R)
)

. However, notice that the

estimatesSJI andS
PI produced by joint and parallel NI decoders, respectively, are

always associated with the same NI posteriors, namely
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PNI(SJI |R) = max
S1,...,SJ

∏J

j=1 P
NI(Sj |Rj)

=
∏J

j=1max
Sj

PNI(Sj |Rj)

= PNI(SPI |R) . (50)

Therefore, P
(

PNI(S|R)<PNI(SJI |R)
)

=P
(

PNI(S|R)<PNI(SPI |R)
)

, and conse-

quently joint and parallel NI decoders produce the same average decoding error proba-

bility for the same set of codebooks. In other words, joint NIdecoders can also achieve

∆IDL1+...+J , thereby rendering∆IDL1,...,J as an upper bound of the actual communication

information loss caused by joint NI decoders.

The equality betweenPNI(SJI |R) andPNI(SPI |R) also implies that both decoders

will typically produce the same estimates. As a result, the axiomatic information losses

∆IB1,...,J and∆IB1+...+J caused by joint and parallel NI decoders, respectively, will typ-

ically coincide. However, differences in their estimates,and hence in their axiomatic

information losses, can still stem from arbitrary tie-braking rules.

Specifically, the maxima in(48) and(49), respectively, oftentimes occur for multi-

ple stimuli. Hence, joint and parallel NI decoders cannot unambiguously produce an

estimate. In practice, these situations need not be rare andmay arise, for example,

due to probability quantization when estimating them from experimental frequencies

(Casella and Berger, 2002; Samengo, 2002). Should ambiguities arise, they can be re-

solved by adopting tie-breaking rules. Depending on how they are set,∆IB1,...,J can be

greater, equal or less than∆IB1+...+J .

To illustrate this, we build the hypothetical experiment shown in Fig. 9(a). Analo-

gously toFig. 3(a), this experiment consists of two populations that fire independently

and selectively to independent stimulus features. However, here population 1 also pro-

duces the responseR1=[2, 2] after (whereRj=[R1
j , R

2
j ]). In addition, population

2 includes a second neuron that produces the same number of spikes as the first neu-

ron afterA, and only two spikes regardless of the response of the first neuron afterB

(Fig. 9(b)).

Suppose that we setP (S1,R1) so thatP ( , [2, 2])=12/30, P ( , [2, 2])=7/30 and

P ( , [2, 3])=2/30. In that case,PNI( |R1)=PNI( |R1) only whenR1=[2, 2], and

thus optimal NI decoders cannot unambiguously choose a frame. To resolve this am-

biguity, we can adopt the convention of choosingover , here denoted > .

This convention minimizes the axiomatic information loss∆IB1 computed using only

population 1 (≈31%).

Analogously, suppose that we setP (S2,R2) so thatP (A, [2, 2])=90/190 and

P (B, [2, 2])=81/190. In that case,PNI(A|R2)=PNI(B|R2) only whenR2=[2, 2], and
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thus optimal NI decoders cannot unambiguously choose a letter. To resolve this ambi-

guity, we can adopt the conventionA>B, which minimizes the axiomatic information

loss∆IB2 computed using only population 2 (≈11%).

Together, the above two conventions minimize the axiomaticinformation loss

∆IB1+2 caused by parallel NI decoders (≈42%). On the contrary, the opposite con-

ventions (i.e., < and A<B) maximize ∆IB1+2 (≈46%; with ∆IB1 ≈34% and

∆IB2 ≈12%). Other two ways of combining the conventions exist that yield interme-

diate values of∆IB1+2, thereby adding up to four different constructions of parallel NI

decoders.
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Figure 9: Experiment in which joint and parallel NI decoderscan yield different in-

formation losses even though information is independent. (a) Analogous description to

Fig. 3(a). (b) Analogous description ofFig. 3(b).

On the contrary, the number of joint NI decoders that can be constructed by choosing

different tie-breaking rules is 64. These rules must choosebetween

1. A and A if R=[2, 2, 1, 1], becausePNI(A |R)=PNI(A |R)=0.5;

2. A and B if R=[1, 1, 2, 2], becausePNI(A |R)=PNI(B |R)=0.5;

3. A and B if R=[2, 3, 2, 2] or [3, 2, 2, 2], becausePNI(A |R)=PNI(B |R)=0.5;

4. B and B if R=[2, 2, 2, 3], becausePNI(B |R)=PNI( B |R)=0.5; and

5. all stimuli if R=[2, 2, 2, 2], becausePNI(S|R)=0.25 for all S.

By adopting tie-breaking rules independently for each of the above five situations, we

can find joint NI decoders that cause axiomatic information losses∆IB1,2 as low as

≈16% (only ≈38% of the minimum∆IB1+2) or as large as≈58% (and thus≈28%

larger than the maximum∆IB1+2).

In conclusion, we have shown that joint and parallel NI decoders are al-

most always equivalent, not only in terms of axiomatic information losses, namely
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∆IB1,...,J=∆IB1+...+J , but also in their stimulus estimates, namelyS
JI andS

PI . How-

ever, this need not be the case when tie-breaking rules must be chosen. In those cases,

∆IB1+...+J can be greater or less than∆IB1,...,J depending on the chosen conventions, but,

without restrictions, the best parallel NI decoder can never outperform the best joint NI

decoder.

These results may also apply to communication information losses∆IDL1+...+J and

∆IDL1,...,J . Indeed, we have shown that both joint and parallel NI decodes can achieve

the same communication information losses, namely∆IDL1+...+J . However, this need not

always be the case for at least three reasons. First, neitherour computations nor the

derivation of∆IDL in Latham and Nirenberg(2005) have taken into account the poten-

tial effect of tie-breaking rules. Second, here we showed that the set of all codebooks

employed byLatham and Nirenberg(2005) to derive∆IDL may produce larger aver-

age decoding error probabilities than some of its subsets. Third, the set of codebooks

for which joint and parallel NI decoders achieve the minimumaverage decoding error

probability, respectively, need not coincide.

These three considerations can be proved unnecessary when studying other response

aspects such as spike counts or latencies. However, for the reasons we mentioned in

Section 3.1, this observation need not apply to the study of noise correlations from the

decoding perspective. Consequently, our results open up the possibility that joint NI

decoders outperform parallel NI decoders in terms of communication information loss.

Most importantly, they allow us to finally refine the estimation of∆CI as follows

∆CI



















= 0 if P (S6=S̃)=0

≤ ∆IDL1+...+J if information is independent

≤ ∆IDL otherwise

. (51)

Above all, our results in this section show that the overestimation of∆IDL need not be

constrained to independent information streams, and that current beliefs in the exactness

of ∆IDL may lead one to overestimate the importance of noise correlations in optimal

decoding.

4 Discussion

Many measures have been proposed to quantify the information loss caused by ignoring

noise correlations in neural decoding, but their conceptual and quantitative accuracy re-

mains controversial (Averbeck et al., 2006; Eyherabide and Samengo, 2013; Ince et al.,

2010; Latham and Nirenberg, 2005; Latham and Roudi, 2013; Meister and Hosoya,

2001; Nirenberg et al., 2001a; Nirenberg and Latham, 2003; Oizumi et al., 2009, 2010;
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Schneidman et al., 2003). Resolving these controversies is fundamental for under-

standing the role of noise correlations in brain computations over multiple groups

of neurons or neural substrates, or when decoding brain signals recorded from mul-

tiple brain locations either in one or even multiple subjects (Babiloni and Astolfi,

2014; Hari and Kujala, 2009). In this study, we focus on one of the most promi-

nent measures, due to its information-theoretical foundations and its underlying

communication notion of information, here called∆IDL. This measure was intro-

duced byLatham and Nirenberg(2005) based on the work ofMerhav et al.(1994)

on mismatched decoding, and it is currently considered the exact information

loss caused by ignoring noise correlations in optimal decoding (Ince et al., 2010;

Latham and Nirenberg, 2005; Latham and Roudi, 2013; Oizumi et al., 2016, 2009,

2010), despite the fact that, to our knowledge, the properties of∆IDL and the con-

sequences of its putative exactness have both remained largely unexplored.

Accordingly, our first step in this direction was to address the implications of what

to our knowledge is the only controversial finding to date concerning∆IDLand∆IB. As

a putative exact measure of information loss,∆IDL would be expected to never exceed

∆IB (Cover and Thomas, 2006; Quiroga and Panzeri, 2009; ?). However, as we have

recently shown, this need not be the case (Eyherabide and Samengo, 2013). However,

due to the rigorous derivation of∆IDL, it remains unclear whether this observation

indicates major departures from traditional relations between information and decoding

or flaws in∆IDL.

Although puzzling, here we argued that these observations need not actually

contradict the belief that∆IDL is exact for at least two reasons. First, as men-

tioned in Section 3.1, ∆IDL and ∆IB are based on different notions of informa-

tion, which differences are not necessarily unknown, but previous studies have often

overlooked (Ince et al., 2010; Latham and Nirenberg, 2005; Latham and Roudi, 2013;

Oizumi et al., 2010; Quiroga and Panzeri, 2009; Thomson and Kristan, 2005). Second,

here we point out that even though the relation∆IDL<∆IB holds when studying re-

sponse aspects such as spike counts or latencies (Eyherabide, 2016), this observation

need not immediately imply that the relation must also hold when studying noise cor-

relations.

These two reasons led us to hypothesize that previous observations of∆IDL ex-

ceeding∆IB may simply stem from fundamental differences between the two un-

derlying information notions rather than from previously unforeseen flaws in∆IDL.

To disentangle these two possibilities, we compared for thefirst time the value of

∆IDL with a direct computation of the communication informationloss caused by

ignoring noise correlations in optimal decoding that we called ∆CI. Contrary to

currently thought (Ince et al., 2010; Latham and Nirenberg, 2005; Latham and Roudi,
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2013; Oizumi et al., 2016, 2009, 2010), our results showed for the first time that∆IDL

need not be exact and can overestimate∆CI at least when optimal NI decoders can

perfectly identified some stimulus feature.

Using populations that transmit independent information,we also showed for that

the first time that, that∆IDL is actually superadditive. Specifically, we found that the

value of∆IDL computed using all neurons in all populations is larger thanthe sum of

the values of∆IDL computed using all neurons in each population, respectively. This

result constitutes a major departure from the traditional additivity of mutual information

(Cover and Thomas, 2006; Fano, 1961; Shannon and Weaver, 1949), thereby question-

ing current beliefs in the exactness of∆IDL (Ince et al., 2010; Latham and Nirenberg,

2005; Latham and Roudi, 2013; Oizumi et al., 2016, 2009, 2010).

This paradoxical increment in∆IDL was here called destructive interference, and

shown ubiquitous regardless of whether the populations were interpreted as spatially

or temporally multiplexed independent-information streams (Oppenheim et al., 1997;

Panzeri et al., 2010), which we explained by tracing them back to the convex minimiza-

tion in the definition of∆IDL (Eyherabide and Samengo, 2013; Latham and Nirenberg,

2005; Oizumi et al., 2016, 2009, 2010). Our explanation implies that may arise re-

gardless of the correlation importance within populations, the composition of neural

substrates and the type of multiplexed codes. Furthermore,the mathematical nature

of this result extends this phenomenon beyond neural codingto information streams

of arbitrary type (Ernst and Banks, 2002; Eyherabide and Samengo, 2010; Fano, 1961;

Oizumi et al., 2016; Panzeri et al., 2010; Shannon and Weaver, 1949; Zhang et al.,

2016).

We also found that the destructive interference grows with the number of popula-

tions, driving∆IDL towards∆ID (Fig. 7), and possibly reaching≈100% of the trans-

mitted information (Fig. 3), even when each population could be safely decoded ig-

noring noise correlations (figures3; 4; 5; 7). These results are qualitatively similar

to previous experimental findings in which∆IDL grows with the number of neurons

or with the decoding-window length, and lies close to∆ID (Latham and Roudi, 2013;

Oizumi et al., 2009, 2010). Therefore, here we conclude that these phenomena may

occur even in the absence of putative temporal correlationsacross time bins, pseudo-

correlations caused by inappropriately assuming stationarity, or higher-order correla-

tions, as previous studies have conjectured (Oizumi et al., 2009, 2010), due to the sole

presence of destructive interference.

However, we found the emergence of destructive interference puzzling for at least

two reasons. First, it never occurs when studying response aspects such as spike counts

or latencies (Eyherabide, 2016), or when studying correlation importance using∆ID, as

we have here shown (Section 3.7). Second, should∆IDLbe exact as currently believed,
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noise correlations would seemingly grow in importance withthe number of populations,

even if they transmit independent information.

These reasons notwithstanding, we cannot rigorously conclude that they im-

ply flaws in ∆IDL for at least two other reasons. First, whether or not ignor-

ing response aspects differs from ignoring response probabilities remains unsettled

(Eyherabide and Samengo, 2013; Latham and Roudi, 2013; Nirenberg and Latham,

2003; Schneidman et al., 2003). Second, although often overlooked in previous stud-

ies (Eyherabide and Samengo, 2013; Latham and Nirenberg, 2005; Latham and Roudi,

2013; Oizumi et al., 2009, 2010),∆ID is based on a different notion of information than

∆IDL (Latham and Roudi, 2013; Nirenberg et al., 2001a; Nirenberg and Latham, 2003)

and may overestimate the communication information loss (Eyherabide and Samengo,

2013; Latham and Nirenberg, 2005; Oizumi et al., 2009, 2010). Instead, we hypothe-

sized that the phenomenon of destructive interference may only indicate that the in-

tuition gained from traditional information theory applied to ignoring aspects of neural

responses should be observed with caution when applied to ignoring aspects of response

probabilities.

Unnoticed by previous studies is the fact that∆IDL is based on only one possible

construction of optimal NI decoders, that we called joint NIdecoding, which identifies

all stimulus features simultaneously (Fig. 8(a)). However, here we showed that optimal

NI decoders can be constructed in other ways that can potentially outperform the state of

the art. In particular, and despite previous controversies, here we proved that optimal NI

decoders constructed to identify independent stimulus features separately but in parallel

can completely overcome the destructive interference (Fig. 8(b)).

This finding was puzzling because, when information is independent, joint and par-

allel NI decoders typically produce the same estimates. This observation seemingly

rules out construction differences as the ultimate cause ofdestructive interference, but

provided us with valuable insight into potential flaws of∆IDL, even when information

is not independent. Specifically, we hypothesized that parallel NI decoders seemingly

outperform joint NI decoders because they seemingly require that∆IDL be computed

with codebooks that preserve the independence of the stimulus features.

Our tests on this hypothesis revealed for the first time in neural coding that, con-

trary to what occurs when studying response aspects such as spike counts or laten-

cies, the average decoding error probability over the set ofall codebooks used in the

original derivation of∆IDL need not be representative of the average decoding error

probability for smaller sets of codebooks when studying noise correlations. This re-

sult rigorously proved for the first time that, contrary to previously thought (Ince et al.,

2010; Latham and Nirenberg, 2005; Latham and Roudi, 2013; Oizumi et al., 2016,

2009, 2010), ∆IDL may overestimate the communication information loss caused by
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ignoring noise correlations in optimal decoding even when stimuli cannot be perfectly

identified or when information is not independent. Most importantly, this observation

puts forward testing different sets of codebooks as one possible strategy for solving the

overestimation.

We point out that the concept of destructive interference isnot limited to the com-

munication notion of information, can also be extended to the axiomatic notion of in-

formation. From our results on joint and parallel decoding,it follows immediately that

this axiomatic destructive interference is not related to overestimations of the axiomatic

information loss but to differences in tie-breaking rules adopted during the construc-

tion of joint and parallel NI decoders. Furthermore, it can be positive or negative, but

the minimum axiomatic destructive interference over all possible conventions is always

negative. Whether tie-breaking rules play any role in the communication destructive

interference, or whether joint NI decoders can actually extract more communication

information than parallel NI decoders, still remain open questions.

Since its introduction, the information-theoretical measure∆IDL has been deemed

the exact information loss caused by ignoring noise correlations in optimal de-

coding (Ince et al., 2010; Latham and Nirenberg, 2005; Latham and Roudi, 2013;

Oizumi et al., 2016, 2009, 2010). However, our results prove that∆IDL is biased and

that the overestimation can reach≈100% of the encoded information. Hence, using

∆IDL in its basic form may lead to wasting experimental and computational resources,

which can be avoided by estimating the communication information loss as we propose

here. These estimates close the gap between axiomatic and communication information

losses, thereby opening up the possibility that traditional relations between information

and decoding observed when studying response aspects such as spike counts and laten-

cies are also valid when studying noise correlations. In practice, our results indicate

that noise correlations need not be as necessary as previously thought, and may poten-

tially contribute to reduce the cost and complexity of computational brain models and

neuroprosthetics.

5 Conclusion

Assessing the role of noise correlations in neural decodingis fundamental, not only

for understanding how the brain perform computations and turn them into perceptions,

decisions and actions, but also for estimating the amount ofresources and the level of

complexity required to study brain function and to construct neural prosthetics. This

study sheds new light into their role by revealing and resolving unforeseen limitations

of an approach that, due to its rigorous information-theoretical foundations, has always

been deemed exact. Our analysis was entirely conducted taking into account the fun-
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damental differences between the notions of information associated with this and other

approaches. In this way, we avoided the confounds of previous studies, and rigorously

proved that the currently-deemed-exact approach overestimates the information loss

caused by ignoring noise correlations in optimal decoding.In practice, our study shows

that the cost of ignoring noise correlations for studying brain computations and infor-

mation integration, when evaluated using the communication notion of information,

can be much lower than currently thought, thereby potentially saving experimental and

computational resources, and contributing to develop simpler and more efficient neuro-

prosthetics and technological applications.
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